I. INTRODUCTION
Many traders around the word say:"Trading like a microcosm of life". In trading, as usually as in life, we pursue and chase value. In both trading and life, we manage the risk of those pursuits' loss opportunities and realize losses. Our personal and professional success will be determined by how we seek value and manage the associate risk.
A widely accepted idea in financial management theory is that time series of asset prices are unpredictable. This main idea is presume a cornerstone of the description of price dynamics as stochastic process. Since few decades ago, it has been understood in physical sciences that unpredictable time series and stochastic process are not as equally as the same, or synonymous. Specially, which is chaos theory has shown that unpredictable time series to be able to arise from deterministic nonlinear systems. Afterword, the results gained/obtained in the study of physical and biological systems enhance and triggered an interest in economic systems, and theoretical, moreover in empirical studies have investigated, whether the time evolution of asset price changes in financial market naturally, might indeed be due to underlying nonlinear deterministic dynamics of a (limited) number of variables.
Many financial markets over the world expose/exhibit several of the properties that characterize complex systems. They are nonlinearity in presence of feedback. Until now, in financial market, the governing rules are rather stable and time evolution of the system is continuously monitored as well. It is now possible for anyone to develop models and to test their accuracy and analytical power using available data, since large databases exist even for high-frequency of data.
Date back to 1960s, a huge number of empirical investigations have been devoted to testing the efficient market hypothesis. However, in the great majority of these empirical studies, the time correlation in between price changes has been found to be negligibly small or vanish, and those studies, were supporting the efficient market hypothesis. Meanwhile, we try to add volume variable and mixed it with price variable into Maxwell-Boltzmann formulae's, in order to accomplish for predicting the dynamic trend lines of shares, and percentage of price changes, instead of using information present in additional time series (micro economic data's) such as earning/price ratios, dividend yield, and term-structure variables to predict the dynamic trend lines and percentage price changes of shares.
In a closed economic system, money is conserved as in Boltzmann distribution law, where molecules of gases are conserved. Shares or stocks could be seen as molecules or particles of gases. Molecules of gases all the time move around, unpredictably in any state of level and perceive a certain level of energy. If molecules of gases are heated, they'll move upward unpredictably and occupy the higher level of energy. Conversely, if those gases are cooled down at a lower temperature, they'll move downward to occupy a lower level of energy.
In financial market, volumes are available in total volume transactions, at the end of the day transactions only. The time series of data is shown on few days, few month or few years. However, if someone might count and manages volume amount of each transaction by utilizing of MaxwellBoltzmann statistic distribution law, than he or she might predict the volume amount of open prices, highest, lowest and closing prices, in the time series of data's (n i ). Meanwhile, it can be assumed alike molecules of gases, they'll occupy certain state of energies/prices level (ε i ). Finally, both of them (volumes and prices) could be managed by utilizing MaxwellBoltzmann statistic distribution law, then, it will give us the momentum of dynamic trend lines. In other side, if we utilized Maxwell-Boltzmann probabilistic formula's it will give us the percentage of price changes of shares. The law of Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) statistic distribution is
, and can be utilized to predict the dynamic trend lines of shares [1] . By managing and developing Maxwell-Boltzmann probability formula of
, we might obtain the percentage price changes of shares [1] .
II. METHOD A. Samples and data
The times series shares data of Indonesian Stock Exchanges are available at www.idx.co.id. In this research, 50 stock samples from around 556 listed companies in Indonesian Stock Exchanges (Idx) market were chosen as purposive samples. Entire data's are tabulated for 22 weeks continuously as ordinary as it prices and total volume in its original form (start from 2 nd January 2013 to 13 th May 2013). By utilizing Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution statistic formula, each of stock series price data's were calculated, tabulated and converts to the form of volume by price data's. Afterward, these collected volume by price data's are stored into an excel software program as a fast line trend data's (% K, tabulated in excel formula formatted data's). On the other hand, the 3 day consecutive closing volume data's (% D, or lagging line) accordingly summed and averaged in series, to avail as a slow line (lagging line) data's, and store them into the excel software as well. Finally the graph of Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of volume by price analysis could be drawn by utilizing excel formula program, and it will appear automatically if we manage the computer to draw them. The result from each regression of a fast trend line (% K) cross over a slow line (% D), it will show, an uptrend or down trend market (Bullish or bearish market). The uptrend or down trend points, which's given with the right signals were put, counted and stored as the right points, and then they are chosen as the right samples and stored into the SPSS 22 software, then to be calculated next. The same manner was treated to the George Lane Oscillator Stochastic formula as well.
B. Hypotheses Development and Theses Hypotheses
Using of Maxwell-Boltzmann statistic theory. Volume amount of open prices, highest, lowest and closing prices, in the time series of data (n i ), they described and could be assumed alike molecules of gases. They'll occupy a certain state of energy level/price level (ε i ). Volumes and closing prices in series value on the end of trading day, if they were managed by utilizing Maxwell-B0ltzmann statistic distribution law, it could give us a momentum of dynamic trend lines. In the other hand, if we utilized Maxwell-Boltzmann probabilistic formula's it will give us the percentage of price changes of shares as well.
Thesis hypothesis:
H 0: Maxwell-Boltzmann statistic distribution law and probability formula could be utilized as proxy appliances to predict the IDX market dynamics trend lines and percentage of price changes. H a: Maxwell-Boltzmann statistic distribution law and probability formula could not be utilized as proxy appliances to predict the IDX market dynamics trend lines and percentage of price changes.
To find each of partial volume (Open, Highest, Lowest, Close), we apply the law of Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution formula above as: 
State level, g i = 1 (assume as equal to 1, because of stock probability to move upward or downward, has the same chance or probability) When the diamond line (blue color) crossed the square line (red color) upward, it shows that, in this time the trend is beginning to move upward or uptrend (bullish market). When the fast line or diamond line beginning to move cross downward to the square line, in this situation, the trend is beginning to go down or in downtrend, and at this time the market will be experiencing a bearish market.
We did the same manner to the George Lane stochastic oscillator for all of 50 purposive sample shares as well, in order to acquire the calculation results and graphs as above, and then compare it to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution formula result.
The Maxwell-Boltzmann probability formula, which we are going to utilize to count the percentage price changes, is
Where:
P'= Probability after shares volume has changes (t +1 ) (beforehand) P = Probability of shares volume previously. 
III. RESULT
Before we get the result, first of all, we are going to examine whether the result of Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution law in order to achieve for a good predictor dynamic trend lines in Idx market finally proved itself.
Secondly, the test also did to prove, whether the probability of Maxwell-Boltzmann formula which has been utilized to accomplish the percentage of price changes has demonstrate itself, whether it could be represent as a proxy instrument in Idx market as well or not.
A. The Z test for Maxwell-Boltzmann statistic distribution law
The purpose of Z test for Maxwell-Boltzmann statistic distribution law in this research is intended to compare in between the results did by Maxwell-Boltzmann statistic and by George Lane stochastic oscillator. We chosed randomly the Maxwell-Boltzmann and the George L. stocastic oscillator calculation results in between (50 x 22 weeks) purposive samples, which were counted beginning from 2 January 2013 until 13 May 2013 (22 weeks). The result was managed by SPSS 22 software, and can be seen in (Tabel II) 
B. Independent samples test
The main idea behind an independent t test for the two samples is to search, whether there are an equality or difference of means between those two populations or not. The result can be seen in 
C. Analysis of equivariance
It is important to search whether in between the two groups, it is an equality of variance or not?
Hypothesis: 
Decission:
According to F calculation, and the Leven's test, which shown that the equal variance assumed was 2,394, accompanied by the probability of 0.125. Since the probability was 0.125 > 0.05, than H 0 is accepted. It can be said, that the two population variances are synonymous to predict the dynamic trend lines in the Idx market.
D. Persentage of Price changes by Maxwell-Boltzmann
Probability formula. Utilyzing a formula (6) above, we applied it to calculated precentage of price changes. P is equal to closing volume on closing price probability at previous state/ original state level (t). P ' is the probability of closing volume on closing price, in advance (t + 1).
Where g = g 1 = g 2 = g 3 …… g i ∞ 1, are the state level of prices. Since prices could be able to move from one state to another state (upward or downward, increase or decrease) hence, they have the same probability to move upward or to go downward, than g's equal to one. ( 10 7 ) number is utilized to normalize the value. After calculated them, then we began to compile these data's into SPSS 22 software. The percentages of price changes results are shown as in the table IV below. Total numbers of valid data's were 66s, without missing data's. All of the data's were processed. The mean result is 4,13%. Standard Error of Mean is 0,271 %. The original standard significant value given by SPSS 22 software is 95%. An average predictability formula is:
Average ± (z calculated x S.E Mean/ Standard Error of Mean)
According to the Z table with the value signification of 95%, and the degree of freedom, df = (66-1) = 65, we have the Z calculated result of 1,98 or ∞ 2, hence:
Average percentage of price changes by utilizing MB probability formula (deviation) is:
4,13% ± (2 x 0,271%) = upward/downward from the regression(cross over) of a trend line point, ± (Deviation minimum 0 -3,59% up to maximum 0 -4,67%).
Now we apply them into, an -in the sample test-. The purpose of this test is to observe whether MB probability results are going to accomplished and can be utilized to analyze the percentage of price changes or not. How much the percentage deviation is gained? However, we are going to choose the share of AALI Company as in the sample test. The right consecutive change points are chosen, and counted by MB probability formula. As the result, the deviation percentage price changes were still following the minimum range deviation of 0 to 3.59%. This deviation percentage price change results can be seen in Table V , below. For the out of sample test of deviation percentage of price changes, we have chosen 10 samples of stocks to be analyzed. However, the deviation percentages of price change results were still in their consistency following the MaxwellBoltzmann probability formula. The maximum deviation values of percentage of price changes were 0 to 4.67%. Which could be seen in table VI, below. 
IV. DISCUSSION
For the out of sample test of deviation percentage of price changes, in among 10 samples of stocks to be analyzed, however, the deviation percentages of price change results were still in their consistency following the MaxwellBoltzmann probability formula. The biggest deviation was on ADRO (Adaro Energy). Where, the value of percentage of price change, (or maximum deviation) was 3,75%. From the Maxwell-Boltzmann probability calculation result above, we have the maximum deviation values of percentage of price changes were 0 to 4.67%. On the other hand, the smallest deviation value of percentage of price change was on ASRI (Alam Sutra Realty) with the value of -0.07% . Compare to previous empirical research, with the other formulae, there were no exactly data recorded for the deviation percentage of price changes in the Idx market recently. Since the Idx market is still a young financial market. So, this is also a chance to the next researchers to make a further research. Now we arrived to discuss, whether these two formulae have accomplished and could be utilized as proxy appliances to predict the dynamic trend lines and percentage of price changes in Indonesia Stock Exchanges (Idx) market or not? As the results according to the data's, Maxwell-Boltzmann law distribution and Maxwell-Boltzmann probability formula have been proved their ability (proven) and accomplished to predict the dynamic trend lines and percentage of price changes in Idx market. Hence the Thesis hypothesis: Maxwell-Boltzmann statistic distribution law and probability formula could be utilized as proxy appliances to predict the Idx market dynamic trend lines and percentage of price changes could be accepted.
It could be used to help the investors and traders to accelerate their fundamental analysis as they have and as they like.
V. CONCLUSION
It can be concluded that Maxwell-Boltzmann statistic distribution law and Maxwell-Boltzmann probability formula are eligible to utilize as appliances or instruments to predict the dynamic trend lines of shares in a stock market, and percentage of price changes, particularly in Idx market. These beneficial depend on how smart one may manage and utilize these instruments. Particularly, for the weak form efficient market like in Idx has.
To obtain the results of these research, some time we have some handicaps in sample limitation. One upon a time, when we are going to find the series data needed, we faced inactivate data, and it could hapen in couple days, even for couple weeks. As the result, it would trap/confuse us to make conclusions for predicting dynamic trend line and for analizing percentage price change of a share.
It ought to be realize that in this study results, it could be influenced by the internal tradings of the decission makers of the companies, because of Idx market is a weak form efficient market. Of cource, it couldn't be avoided when there were so many insider tradings.
In the Maxwell-Boltzmann statistic, there were many parametric term could be adjust to suit to the market characteristic. Enormous area of research analysis by using Maxwell-Boltzmann statistic could be done. This research aim is not stop in here, so it is a duty for the next researcher to continue these Maxwell-Boltzmann research for predicting the financial markets trend line.
